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Executive Summary 

The American retirement system is viewed as a “three-legged stool” — social 
security as one leg, employer-based retirement systems as the second, and personal 
savings as the third.  The adequacy of this system has been buffeted by:  

 Increasing life expectancies, calling into question the adequacy of all three 
legs, but particularly social security, 

 the decline in number and adequacy of employer-based plans, especially 
defined benefit plans as employers struggle to stay competitive in a global 
economy; and  

 recent market declines, which have reduced the adequacy of the second and 
third legs. 

This paper does not suggest a change in the overall structure of the three-legged 
stool.  Instead it suggests a method to strengthen the adequacy of the second — and 
possibly the third — legs by reducing the market risk associated with retirement 
savings, especially defined contribution plans, and providing a method of strong 
encouragement of annuity-type payouts. 

The proposal is to provide retirement accounts with a downside guarantee against 
market losses, but the guarantee would only apply to payments under an annuity 
(which would include a fixed term payment, but only if greater than life expectancy) 
after reaching retirement age.  The proposal is general, but a specific model is 
discussed and analyzed at length. 

The guarantee could be provided directly by the government and the paper 
discusses such an option.  The model assumes that insurance companies and similar 
providers provide the guarantee, with a government agency serving as a reinsurer. 

A provider of retirement investment products (not only insurance companies, but 
mutual funds as well) could offer an embedded guarantee in connection with equity-
based retirement investments.  This guarantee would establish a floor value based 
upon a percentage of amounts invested (in the model, 80%) plus a guaranteed 
return (in the model 4%, although an inflation-sensitive return - e.g., 2% plus 
inflation - is considered).  The investor would see two accounts, one with his 
investments valued at market value and the second, the “shadow account” with his 
investment fraction (e.g. 80% of amounts invested) growing with interest (e.g. at 
4%).   Should his actual investments grow significantly higher than the floor, the 
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floor value could be increased.  (In the model, an increase would be triggered if the 
shadow account were to be less than 70% of market value.) 

Although the shadow account would be stated as a lump sum, it would be available 
solely in the form of an annuity payout, either for life or for a fixed term of years, not 
to be less than life expectancy.  (In the model the payout is shown as a 30-year fixed 
term annuity certain.)  The payout is structured by having the actual account 
liquidated at a variable rate, depending upon market performance, and then the 
provider making up the difference in the form of a supplemental payment in the 
event that the variable payment falls below the floor guarantee.  In the model, if the 
floor guarantee is being paid and then the variable payments increase due to market 
advances, any excess would be returned to the provider of the guarantee until all of 
the supplemental payments are repaid. 

Providers of this guarantee would charge for it in a number of ways.  First would be 
an additional asset charge.  (In the model, 90 basis points per year on equity 
portfolios and 70 basis points on a 60-40 portfolio.)  Other charges could be 
considered: a sales charge levied on investments, a charge each time the floor is 
reset, etc. 

Providers would be required to establish reserves for the supplemental guarantee.  
(The model assumes a reserve addition of 4% of each investment and possibly a 
reserve strengthening at annuity starting date of 60% of any deficit.) 

No amount of reserves, however, can ensure that there will never be losses.  In 
order to provide savers with confidence in the program, there would have to be a 
guarantee, similar to the FDIC guarantee on bank accounts.  This guarantee would 
either be federal or be established under uniform state laws similar to state 
insurance guarantee funds.  Unlike FDIC insurance, however, the model assumes 
payment as reinsurance, rather than insolvency.  The reinsurance would be 
triggered whenever the provider exhausted its required reserves.  Thus, in the event 
of a market meltdown, providers would not have to actually fail in order to obtain 
the guarantee funds.  Furthermore, the guarantee funds would only cover cash flow 
requirements and would not force governments to lay out massive amounts in a 
bailout. 

Although the proposal provides individual savers and retirees with valuable 
guarantees, it serves an important secondary purpose as well: it would remove the 
destabilizing effect of panic selling in the event of market declines. 

The paper tests the model under the assumption that it has been in place for the last 
40 years and also under some simplified stochastic modeling.  These tests show that 
such a model is feasible. 
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Overview – Current Retirement Provisions 

 Preface 

I have written this paper informally, using the first person and eschewing footnotes 
and citations.  Fifty years ago, as a summer actuarial student intern, I sat in the mid-
America office of the Prudential Insurance Company discussing with a senior 
actuary how the Prudential might enter the variable annuity market. 

I have watched the growth of defined benefit plans and, for the last 25 years, their 
decline.  During the same time I watched the expansion of 401(k) plans and IRAs. 

Throughout this period, life expectancies have continued to lengthen, adding stress 
to the system and increasing the importance of adequate retirement savings. 

Retirement systems changed significantly in the last 50 years and I anticipate they 
will change just as significantly in the next 50.  These changes have not occurred in a 
vacuum; they have been the result of response to changing economic realities.  
Economic realities are still changing — globalization continues to increase, 
countries, such as China, that once were rural and poor are becoming rich and 
modern, and financial institutions, which have been stressed to the point of 
imminent failure, are going to face increased control and regulation. 

The changes in the next 50 years will be just as revolutionary as in the last 50, and 
just as evolutionary. Just as Prudential executives predicted the success of variable 
annuities 50 years ago, we can look forward to designing products today that will be 
responsive to the needs of the next 50 years. 

 

 Three-Legged Stool 

Retirement provisions in this country have traditionally rested on three pillars: 
social security, employer plans and personal savings.  Social Security has been a 
great success and serves as a base for retirement.  Half of all retirees have no 
savings other than social security. 

To encourage savings in excess of social security, Congress has enacted tax benefits 
for employer plans and, to a lesser extent, personal savings.  These tax benefits are 
limited and represent a balancing between the need to protect government 
revenues and the need to encourage savings.  This paper assumes that these 
benefits have achieved this balance and does not suggest increasing them. 

These changes, however, have created a weakness in the present system.  
Retirement funds have evolved from social security and defined benefit programs 
into equity-based defined contribution programs, which do not protect retirees 
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from the risk that benefits will be exhausted in the events of longevity and market 
declines.   

We are rapidly entering into an era where, for the middle class, the primary source 
of retirement funds will be investment accounts, either defined contribution plans 
or personal savings.  In some respects this is advantageous; properly invested 
savings can provide flexibility and inflation protection that defined benefit plans 
often do not offer.  In this respect, defined contribution plans, especially if invested 
in equities, are superior to defined benefit plans. 

My suggestion is that we, as a society, focus on making the investments in 
retirement savings accounts (both personal savings vehicles, such as IRAs and 
defined contribution plans) safer and more oriented towards providing a lifetime 
income stream during retirement. 

 

 Future 

I think that the current system is good and will survive into the future.  Social 
security, established over 70 years ago, has been an extremely successful social 
experiment and will continue.  It is the epitome of a defined benefit plan — 
contributions from active workers go to support retirees under the implicit promise 
that when these active workers retire, the next generation of workers will support 
them.  While there are dire predictions about the solvency of the system, there are 
cures that can be made — and have been made — to keep the system in balance.  
These include increasing taxes (both contribution rates and the wage base) and 
lowering benefits (chiefly by increasing the full retirement age). 

Much has been written about the decline of defined benefit plans, but the truth (at 
least in my opinion) is that such plans work only for sponsors who expect to stay in 
business for a long time and who expect to have a long-service workforce.  (These 
are the workforce characteristics of multi-employer plans and municipal plans.)  
Under these circumstances, these plans can be funded on a level closer to pay-as-
you-go, with assets sufficient to stabilize contributions at levels approximately equal 
to a long-term average of pay-as-you go, and with an ability to provide cost-of-living 
increases for retirees.  Defined benefit plans won’t disappear, but they will not be 
the primary source of income for workers in the private sector. 

The trend towards increasing defined contribution plans will continue.  Already 
young workers in their twenties are electing significant 401(k) salary reductions 
and are acutely aware of the need for retirement savings. 

 

Details of Structure of Proposed Solution 
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The system I propose to strengthen defined contribution plans is simple and 
effective.  We have to provide a minimum guarantee of benefits in connection with 
each investment made.  This guarantee should offer protection on retirement 
benefits only, not on lump sum withdrawals. 

I propose a guarantee in the form of a “shadow” account.  With each contribution to 
a qualified retirement plan, a certain fraction would be “invested” in the shadow 
account, where it would grow with interest.  This interest could be fixed or variable 
and preferably would be indexed to inflation.  Although the shadow account would 
look like a savings account and be expressed as a dollar amount, the guarantee 
would apply solely to payout as an annuity.  This does not have to be a life annuity, 
but could be an annuity for a fixed term of years.  (For example, someone in poor 
health might want to take his or her account over a fixed term of years, so as to leave 
some guaranteed assets to his or her heirs.)  I believe, however, that a life annuity 
should be offered, in order to maximize benefits during retirement. 

In the event of strong market performance, during which the actual account 
becomes significantly higher than the shadow account, the participant could trigger 
an increase in the shadow account to bring it up to a specified percentage of the 
actual account.  Consequently, the value of the shadow account would always 
remain relatively strong. 

In the event that a participant takes a withdrawal prior to the starting date of the 
annuity payout, the shadow account would be reduced proportionately. 

When benefits commence as an annuity the downside protection would not 
disappear.  Instead, the retiree would get the greater of his account payout or the 
payout that could be provided by the shadow account.  Consequently, even for an 
individual who retires when his actual account value exceeds his shadow account, 
there is a guarantee that his variable payments would not be less than the amount 
that could be provided by the shadow account.  (At this point the shadow account 
would be “converted” into a fixed annuity (or preferably an inflation-indeed 
annuity) for the same term as the variable annuity, and the guarantee would apply 
simply to the monthly payment.) 

There would be certain requirements on investments in order to obtain this 
protection.  Investments would have to be professionally managed and subject to 
prudency standards. 

 

Actuarial issues: 

Although the concept as outlined above is relatively simple for an individual to 
understand, there are some actuarial issues in converting to an annuity.  Qualified 
plans are forbidden to use sex distinct factors and as a result (along with other 
factors) defined contribution plans do not offer annuity options.  Use of unisex 
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tables can actually defeat the goal of encouraging individuals to elect annuity 
payouts, as individuals of the least-favored sex would prefer lump sums.  These 
issues should be addressed, preferably by legislation that allows the use of sex-
distinct tables. 

There are also issues with increasing longevity.  While the mortality should be 
guaranteed at annuity starting date, it is not reasonable to guarantee future annuity 
purchase rates at time of contribution.  A reasonable solution is to require that 
benefits at any given time should be estimated using current tables, and that 
changes be applicable only if made once every five years. 

There are issues with the reinsurance.  If we allow competition in rates, the value of 
government reinsurance could vary from provider to provider.  It would probably 
be necessary to offer reinsurance only on specified annuity purchase rates.  This 
actually would provide individuals with significant protection, as they are not 
always able to compare annuity products accurately. 

 

Particular Model 

As an example (and to serve as a base for testing economic feasibility) I use the 
following model of this program: 

The shadow account would consist of “investments” of 80% of actual contributions 
to the plan.  These investments would grow at 4% interest yearly.  (The model does 
not explicitly assume inflation, but one could consider this return to be 2% interest 
in real terms, with inflation adding another 2%.)  If the actual investment account 
(as of an anniversary date) would grow to a point where the shadow account is 
more than 30% less than the investment account, the shadow account would be 
increased to exactly equal 70% of the investment account. 

At retirement, payments from the real account would be made as a variable annuity 
using a 5% interest assumption.  If the real account does not earn 5%, payments 
would be reduced.  The shadow account is converted using the same mortality and a 
4% interest assumption.  (Preferably the floor account would be converted to an 
annuity at 2% and then be indeed to inflation.) The retiree is guaranteed this as a 
floor.  If his or her variable annuity payments would be less than the floor, the 
provider would make up the difference.  If the market rebounds and the variable 
annuity payments would exceed the floor, the excess is returned to the provider 
until it has been made whole (i.e., received a return of all of the subsidy payments it 
has made, without interest). 

There is an asset-based charge for this protection, which, in the model, is 90 basis 
points a year for a 100% equity allocation and 70 basis points for an allocation of 
60% equities and 40% bonds.  (Under the model providers would be charged a 
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reinsurance fee of 20 basis points for the reinsurance and would be required to add 
70% of the balance of the charge to reserves.) 

 

Political and philosophical considerations 

The program envisions plan contributions staying invested in the private economy 
and I believe strongly that this is preferable to the government providing the actual 
investments, such as special series of inflation-protected bonds.  Potentially vast 
amounts would be saved under this program and I believe moving that much into 
the government sector does not make economic sense.  Retirement funds provide 
great depth to securities markets and provide capital for a vibrant world economy.  
Government bonds are basically transfer mechanisms that simply move liabilities 
from one generation to the next. 

On he other hand, the government simply provide the guarantee outlined above 
directly, and there are a number of arguments in favor of this: 

 First, the fees for the guarantee are expected to exceed the cost of benefits, 
resulting in revenues for the government or, conversely, lower fees for 
participants 

 Participants would not have any credit risk 
 Fees and other terms would be uniform 
 This is a type of guarantee traditionally issued by a government 
 The guarantee could be made mandatory on all retirement accounts 

The model I have used in this paper does not have the government providing the 
guarantee directly, but instead relies on private industry to provide the guarantees, 
with the government’s involvement being restricted to providing a form of 
reinsurance. 

Others would prefer a free market system for a number of reasons.   

 A government system would mean that the government would have to 
charge the full premium for the coverage and would directly regulate the 
types of investment that would be allowed.  This would tempt Congress to 
politicize the process, with investments being required because they are 
politically expedient, such as a requirement that investments be made in the 
United States. 

 Putting the guarantee solely on the government would remove the 
competitive element in the amount of charges. 

 Government-run systems tend to be inefficient.  Rather than expanding 
bureaucracy, a free market system keeps employment in the private sector 
and reduces the size of government. 

 The system could be kept voluntary, allowing individuals to decide on their 
own whether to take the guarantee (and the higher fees) or not. 
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 A government reinsurance program actually could provide a platform to 
regulate charges of private providers and could increase transparency and 
investor protections. 

 

Description of Model Program Design 

The model system I outline is free-market based. 

 

  Voluntary 

It is voluntary.  In other words, an individual could select to have an account that 
has no downside protection at all.  I am confident that the advantages of downside 
protection are so great that it is unlikely that there would be any great risk in 
allowing individuals to opt out.   

 

Flexible and competitive 

Although I outline a specific version of the guarantee, my proposal is for a downside 
guarantee, not any particular form of one.  For example, the guaranteed interest rate 
could be set in relation to inflation or in relation to variable interest rates. 

Similarly, the system could provide for various levels of protection, or could even 
allow an individual to select how much protection he wanted.  For example, there 
could be different rates for selecting an interest rate on the shadow account, or 
different rates for protection, depending on the type of investments selected. 

In general, I would like a transparent system, one in which the fees are disclosed 
and which are subject to competition. 

 

  Not restricted to insurance companies 

While I think that regulation should establish rules so that providers meet certain 
standards as to capital and reserves, the guarantee is structured so it can be added 
on to a non-insurance account, either by the provider issuing the guarantee or from 
a captive insurance company (either solely owned or association owned) as a 
separate item.  Of course, all providers must meet regulatory standards. 

For example, major employers may want to provide the guarantee directly, with 
lower fees as an employee benefit.  They could establish a captive insurer for this 
benefit, which would issue the guarantee to the 401(k) trust. 
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Note that the guarantee is structured as a supplemental payment, although this 
should be invisible to the retiree. 

I also contemplate that the guarantee would include a life annuity option, including 
various joint and survivor options and periods certain.  This could be structured in 
the same manner as a variable annuity, where the actuarially calculated amounts 
withdrawn from the trust or fund would be paid to the annuity provider, with a final 
payment made on death. 

Another area of competition would be annuity rates.  Because mortality will 
probably continue to improve, annuity rates would have to be calculated on a 
conservative basis.  I imagine that the rates would be estimated at the time the 
contribution is made and could be changed in the future.  Perhaps such changes 
would not apply to those close to retirement ages.  Because life expectancies are 
already quite long, I do not think that mortality changes would actually severely 
affect annual retiree income. 

 

Advantages of the guarantee program 

 To Retirees 

  Adequacy 

While defined contribution plans can produce adequate retirement benefits, 
especially when commenced early, the responsibility of making those contributions 
falls on the participant.  There is temptation, especially when savings are expressed 
solely as a lump sum, for participants to underestimate their future needs and to use 
accumulated funds for other purposes.  Expressing benefits in annuity form 
mitigates this risk, and there are movements afoot to require this. 

This risk is mitigated under the guarantee system in two ways: 

First, the guarantee is on an annuity form only, so the individual can visualize the 
adequacy, and 

Second, removal of a lump sum prior to the annuity starting date will void, 
proportionally, the guarantee. 

 

  Risk 

Defined benefit plans shift both investment risk and longevity risk to participants.  
This forces participants to favor overly conservative investments or to save more 
than is necessary.  The guarantee mitigates these concerns. First, it is, of course, a 
downside guarantee on investment loss, and, second, because the guarantee is 
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available only as a life annuity option or a fixed annuity certain over a long term of 
years. 

   

Equity 

Current defined contribution plans also have issues with equity between richer and 
poorer participants.  Not only is it more difficult for a poorer participant to save, 
because basic needs take up a larger proportion of his income, but also because 
poorer participants have less margin for error and therefore must invest more 
conservatively.  A richer participant can afford to ride out market declines, because 
losses, while painful, would not significantly change his lifestyle.  

The guarantee arrangement provides sufficient downside risk protection so that 
poorer participants can ride out market declines. 

 

 Advantages to the economy 

The most important risk of the current system, however, may not be in the 
retirement arena at all, but the way massive amounts of savings invested in 
marketable securities affect the overall economy. 

The purpose of FDIC insurance is not simply to protect individuals’ bank deposits 
from loss — it is there to prevent a run on the bank.  Currently most IRAs and 401(k) 
plans allow online access to participants.  With a mouse click they can shift their 
funds, as of the close of the market, to a cash fund.  There is only one way the mutual 
fund or other pooled account can get the money to satisfy such a request; it has to 
sell the securities it holds, and sell them at any price.  Markets — whether stock or 
bond — have little capital behind them.  If there is an order imbalance, the price has 
to be lowered to attract buyers, and, in the event of panic, it has to lower the price a 
lot. 

It is true that stocks represent ownership in real assets and that bonds can be held 
to maturity, but that does not mean that they will have their true value when almost 
everyone wants to sell. 

We saw a bit of this in the fall of 2008, when markets crashed.  Many individuals 
bragged about selling everything, oblivious to the fact that they created the very 
market collapse that they were so proud of avoiding.  As markets kept declining the 
pressure to sell became overwhelming, especially as one saw his entire retirement 
savings disappearing.  

Market collapses are pernicious. They affect the economy as a whole; as asset values 
dwindle, individuals and business cut back on spending, costing jobs and feeding the 
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recession.  In 2008 we almost saw the collapse of our entire financial system.  Only 
swift government action saved it. 

We were lucky in 2008.  I believe that the massive amounts of investments that can 
be sold with a click of a mouse still offer the threat of panic selling. 

A guarantee solves this problem by removing the need to sell.  This is especially true 
if the guarantee would be voided if the investment allocation were changed. 

   

Regulation Needed 

A system such as this one cannot operate without a level playing field.  While I’d like 
to limit regulation as much as possible, the government must establish some rules.  
This regulation can come in the form of a series of requirements in order to qualify 
for the reinsurance.  Regulation should cover: 

 

   Capitalization of Provider 

The provider of the guarantee should meet certain capital requirements.  These 
should not be so onerous as to freeze out smaller providers.  I have designed this 
program to work as reinsurance, so a provider does not have to become insolvent in 
order to continue to provide benefits.  On the other hand, the reinsurance will only 
pay if the required reserves of the provider are insufficient, so the provider has to be 
solvent enough to ensure that these reserves exist. 

If the provider has insufficient capital to set aside reserves on the sale of a product, 
it must withdraw from the market. 

 

   Reserves 

As a condition of reinsurance, the provider must set aside reserves as required by 
regulation.  (In my model I assume reserves of 4% of investments, a 5% yield on 
reserves and reserve strengthening, if needed, upon annuity starting date of an 
amount equal to 60% of any deficit in reserves over the reserve needed to provide 
the guarantee at that time, assuming the account is inadequate.) 

The regulations would have to provide regulations for the investment of reserves 
and allocation of a portion of fees to additional reserves. 

 

   Account Investments 
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Regulations would require that account investments be professionally managed and 
would require fiduciary standards and prudence.  The regulations might require 
that investments be more conservative after the annuity starting date.  The purpose 
of the guarantee, however, is to allow the accounts to be invested in equities, in 
order to provide inflation protection, so the regulations should take this into 
account. 

   Disclosure 

 

In order for competition to work properly, plan participants should have full 
disclosure on fees.  This would include annuity purchase rates as well as charges 
against the account.  In fact, annuity purchase rates and charges might be 
standardized for providers to qualify for the reinsurance. 

 

Economics of Proposed solution 

 Background and comparison to current market products 

 

The idea of providing a floor guarantee on equity accounts is not new and there are 
a number of existing products already in the marketplace.  These products have 
proved to be immensely popular. 

The typical type of such a product is a variable annuity with “living benefits” 
provided from the general account.  A typical living benefit would be an option for 
the annuity holder to convert his account into a fixed annuity as if the account had a 
value equal to investments plus interest.  These products tend to be quite expensive 
for the investor.  First, the carriers charge an additional asset-based fee, often over 
1% a year.  Secondly, the annuity purchase rates upon conversion are generally not 
that competitive. 

This product differs from the current ones.  First, the product is designed for a long 
investment horizon, so the guarantee attaches to only 80% of the amount invested.  
Secondly, the guarantee ratchets up when the market value of assets increases 
above certain thresholds.  (In the model it is never less than 70% of account value.)  
Thirdly, the guarantee continues even after the annuity starting date.  The annuity is 
paid as a variable annuity with a floor.  This gives the retiree the inflation protection 
of a variable annuity with the safety of a fixed annuity. 

  

Costs and Risks 

  Overview – can we afford such a guarantee?   
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The offer of a guarantee on equity investments is an attractive one and provides the 
benefits outlined above.  If capital markets perform as they have historically, the 
guarantee may be superfluous.  In the event of a market downturn, however, the 
guarantee must be paid, and the hard question is one of pricing. 

As noted above, similar guarantees exist in the private market.  I have had informal 
conversations with a number of people in carriers issuing such products, and it 
appears that companies vary greatly in how much reserving they do for the 
promises made.  Some companies set aside no reserves at all, under the theory that 
the product is more similar to “window dressing” and is unlikely to actually be used. 

All companies have charged heavily for the product, however, and are now 
reconsidering their offerings. 

To assess the affordability of the guarantee I constructed a simplified stochastic 
model, which is described in greater detail below.  There are problems with any 
stochastic model; the chief one being that only one scenario will actually come true.  
In the event that this is the one with severe market declines, moreover, there is no 
way to hedge against it — the market declines will affect all providers.  
Consequently, there has to be some sort of government reinsurance or guarantee.   

I have designed the program to involve a government reinsurance of the product, 
paid for by an asset charge paid to the government.  (Government here is intended 
to be the federal government, although I imagine a product could be structured 
under uniform insurance laws, such as state guarantee funds.) 

I would like to stress that this study was in no way intended to be accurate enough 
to actually establish prices.  Instead it is simply intended to show that a program 
such as this is feasible. 

The goal in designing and pricing of such a product would be to make the 
government guarantee a revenue raiser, with a small likelihood of the reinsurance 
ever having to be paid. 

 

Historic Performance 

I performed an analysis based on actual market history.  I assumed that this 
program was in effect for the 40-year period 1969-2009.  Furthermore, I assumed 
that the entire account was invested in the S&P average and that the anniversary 
date of the program was March 10 of each year.  March 10, 2009 is the date that the 
S&P average reached its nadir, so this is a worst-case scenario.  I assumed that the 
participant invested $1,000 the first year and increased his or her contribution by 
5% each year, reflecting inflation and increasing income.  (Total contributions came 
to $120,800 under this assumption.) The shadow account was ratcheted up each 
March 10 to be at least 70% of market value on that date. 
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The results were interesting.  First, the shadow account grew to $413,480.  Without 
the ratchet effect it would only have been $179,177.  (The S&P hit a high point in 
2000, ratcheting the shadow account up to $257,853.  It grew from that point 
because of interest and contributions.)  The investment account on March 10, 2009 
was only $195,482, well below the shadow account.   

It is interesting to note how important the ratchet effect was.  Without this 
provision, the investment account would still have exceeded the shadow account.  
Reserves that are required under the model (4% of contributions plus 70% of net 
fees) would only have been $54,062, leaving the provider with a net deficit of 
$163,937.  

By the end of the year, however, the S&P had recovered significantly, making the 
investment account $322,206, and the net deficit $ 37,213. 

 

Stochastic Model 

   Purpose and Description  

I constructed a stochastic model to illustrate that it is feasible to provide such a 
guarantee.  I did not attempt to provide a comprehensive set of economic scenarios.  
Instead I wanted to produce a set of streams of random chains of investment 
performances to get a rough idea of how often the guarantees would be triggered. 

The model is based upon the assumption that there are intrinsic returns implied in 
investments and that riskier investments have higher rates of return.  Actual 
performance, however, will be randomly distributed around the intrinsic rate of 
return based on risk.  The model does not assume a log-normal distribution of 
returns, but instead follows a simpler assumption: that the percentage growth (or 
loss) of an investment is a normally distributed variable with a mean equal to the 
intrinsic yield for that class of investment and a standard deviation that is equal to 
the intrinsic risk of that asset class.  The following equation illustrates this: 

Value(yr2) = Value(yr1)*(1+G), where 

G is a normally distributed random value with  

Mean = intrinsic yield for asset class (a positive constant) 

Standard Deviation = intrinsic risk for asset class (a constant) 

Note that G can be positive or negative.  Note also that theoretically G could be less 
than -1, leading to a negative asset value, which implies a complete loss of one’s 
investment.  (As a practical matter, the variances assumed would make this an 
extremely unlikely event.)   
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Much has been written about the fact that the distribution of market movements is 
not normally distributed, but is instead one that has a larger percentage of outliers.  
This is certainly true of daily variations in prices, which are generally quite small, 
except when an unexpected event occurs, which then causes a large price 
movement. The model does not take this into account, largely because the model is 
of annual price movements only.  Annual price movements are the sums of the daily 
price movements and would tend toward a normal distribution.  (The normal 
distribution is the limit of the binomial distribution as the number of steps goes to 
infinity and their size to zero.) 

I tested the model guarantee against 100 separate output scenarios.  I assumed a 40-
year accumulation phase (ages 30 to 70, for example), where savers invested $1,000 
a year, increasing by 5% each year (the same assumptions described above for the 
historical price model) and then tested a 30-year distribution phase (age 70 to 100) 
where payments were made on an annual basis as an annuity certain. 

I can supply the actual spreadsheets showing the random number distribution 
generator and the outputs of 100 runs. 

 

   Assumptions 

The model uses only two assumptions (mean and standard deviation) and two asset 
classes (equities and bonds).  For the asset class of equities I used the Standard and 
Poor’s industrial index and calculated a sample mean of annual percentage 
increases of 8.46% with a standard deviation of 15.62%.  (This calculation was done 
with annual beginning-of-year S&P figures, not the Match 10 figures used for the 
historic performance model.)  I used these figures to generate the equity series. 

Calculating the fixed dollar returns was more complicated. 

To determine bond yields I looked at two data sources: the Lehman Aggregate index, 
which is an industry standard benchmark, and the Federal Reserve Statistical 
release H.15, which is a database of bond interest yields, not total return.  To 
calculate total return, I assumed a maturity date of 15 years and calculated total 
return by calculating the present value of the 15-year income stream (at the 
published rate for the beginning of the year) and the return of principal using the 
published interest rate at the end of the year.  Total yield was then the sum of the 
gain or loss plus the interest payments received during the year.  (Note that the 
assumption of a 15-year maturity is not the same as an assumption of a 15-year 
duration.) 

Although widely used as a benchmark for fixed income securities, the Lehman 
Aggregate represents the total yield on a basket of fixed income securities, including 
treasuries and mortgage-backed securities, as well as corporate bonds.  Looking at 
the Lehman Aggregate for the 15-year period 1992-2007 I calculated an average 
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annual yield (arithmetic average) of 6.85 percent, with a standard deviation of 8.30 
percent. 

The comparable yield using the Federal Reserve data was 9.42% with a standard 
deviation of 4.75%.  The corresponding number for the entire history of the Federal 
Reserve data (1977-2008, which includes the very high yields of the late 1970s and 
early 1980s and the gains as interest rates declined to more normal levels) was 
10.38 percent, with a standard deviation of 7.48 percent. 

The relatively higher yield for the Baa portfolio represents the higher default risk of 
marginally investment grade bonds.  Conversations with insurance company 
actuaries suggested to me that a Baa bond index might be a good benchmark for a 
typical insurance general account portfolio, which would include corporate bonds 
plus higher-yielding, but less liquid loans. 

For the model I selected a target annual yield of 7 percent for the fixed income 
portfolio, with a standard deviation of 7 percent. 

I also calculated cross-correlations with the Standard and Poor’s index data.  
Financial literature is divided about correlations between fixed income and stock 
market yields.  There have been periods when the yields have been correlated and 
periods when they have actually been inversely correlated.  The covariance between 
the S&P data and the Lehman aggregate for the 15-year period 1992-2007 was  .08 
percent, effectively zero.  The covariance for the corresponding period of my Baa 
portfolio was .14 percent, also effectively zero.  (The covariance for the entire period 
of the Baa data was .31 percent, reflecting a slight positive correlation for that 
period, but also quite small.) 

As I result I decided to assume a zero covariance for the correlation between bond 
and stock yields, i.e., that there is no correlation whatsoever, either positive or 
negative. 

 

   Model Assumptions 

I ran 100 runs of investment data.  I used the following assumptions for the design 
of the guarantee program during the accumulation phase: 

Years of accumulation  40 

Shadow Account discount  20% 

Shadow Account interest rate 4.00% 

Minimum value to 

guarantee ratio  70% 

Annual asset charge   0.90% 
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Reinsurance fee (% of 

assets)  0.20% 

Reserve requirement (% of 

investment)  4.00% 

Equity percentage  95.00% 

Fixed Income percentage  5.00% 

Reserve interest rate  6.00% 

Provider retention of fee 

percentage (balance added 

to reserves)  30% 

 

The following assumptions applied during the payout phase: 

Years of annuitization  30 

Shadow account discount  20.00% 

Shadow Annuity interest rate 4.00% 

Variable Annuity interest rate 5.00% 

Annual asset fee   0.70% 

Reinsurance fee  0.15% 

Percentage invested in 

equities  60.00% 

Fixed Income percentage  40.00% 

Reserve interest rate  5.00% 

Reserve Strengthening addition 

percentage 60.00% 

 

The initial reserves were as established after the 40 year runs.  In the event that 
reserves were less than the amount needed to subsidize an underwater account as 
of the annuity starting date, I assumed that reserves were strengthened by the 
addition of 60% of the addition actually needed. 

The model assumes that all fees are added to reserves, except the percentage paid to 
the government for the reinsurance and a provider retention of 30% of the balance.  
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   Results 

The results showed that there would be a significant number of cases where, at the 
end of 40 years, the shadow account would exceed the actual account.  Out of the 
100 runs, 23 showed a deficit at the end of 40 years.  In large part, this is due to the 
operation of the 70% minimum spread, i.e., the assumption that the shadow account 
is ratcheted up to 70% of the actual account whenever it falls below that level.  The 
newly increased shadow account then grows with interest at 4%.  Removing this 
provision lowers the number of cases where the shadow account is less than the 
actual account to 8.   

Although there were 23 cases where there was a deficit, only 12 of these had a 
deficit larger than the reserve.  Furthermore, even without reserve strengthening, 
the reserve was adequate to provide the benefits for all but 3 of these.  This is 
because in most cases the market improved during the payout phase, allowing the 
provider to recoup its subsidies.    

With the 60% reserve strengthening, reserves were adequate in all but one case to 
pay the promised benefits and, in that case, there was only a small loss in the 
thirtieth year.  Effectively, that level of reserve strengthening would mean that there 
was no call on the government guarantee.  Of course, requiring reserves, as I do, 
from the provider’s capital means that providers have a loss — even if reserves are 
adequate to pay claims — if reserves are not recouped.  Under most scenarios, 
however, reserves are never called on at all. 

While admittedly this stochastic model was simplified and would certainly require 
more study before actually implementing such a program, the results indicate that a 
program is feasible and that losses would be unlikely.  In most cases the program 
would be extremely profitable. 

 

Additional modeling 

An obvious next step in modeling is to include a mortality decrement, which would 
test how a provider would fare under a life annuity payout.  I did some testing and it 
appears that the results do not differ significantly.  Another extension of modeling 
would be to test an inflation-indexed rate of return for the shadow account.  This 
could be done on a simplified basis by using S&P and bond returns on a real basis 
and determining mean and standard deviation of real yields.  These assumptions 
would produce a set of random runs in real dollars.  These would then be tested 
under sets of investments and payouts also expressed in real dollar terms. 

 

Measurement Framework: 
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I attach my analysis under the measurement framework as an additional Word 
document. 

 


